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Expert workshop on
‘Comparative Analysis of Longitudinal
Data on Educational Outcomes’

Practical information for participants
Host: DIW Berlin
DIW Berlin – Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP)
Mohrenstr. 58
10117 Berlin
Contact: Maria Metzing
Phone: +48 30 897 89 221
Email: mmetzing@diw.de
Website: www.diw.de

Conference venue
DIW Berlin – Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP)
Mohrenstr. 58
10117 Berlin
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Conference language
The official conference language is English. No simultaneous translation will be provided.

Registration desk
The conference registration desk will be located on the third floor of the conference venue, DIW Berlin,
and will open at 1:30 p.m. The staff at the registration desk will be pleased to assist you with any questions.

Name badge
Each participant will receive a name badge after signing in at the registration desk.

Internet
WiFi will be provided at the venue. Please contact the reception desk for login instructions. Eduroam is
available at DIW Berlin.

Coffee breaks, lunch, and social event
All registered expert workshop participants are invited to attend the coffee breaks, lunch, dinner, and social
event.

Travel to DIW Berlin
Arriving at Tegel Airport
Tegel Airport is close to the city center and can be reached easily by bus. Please purchase a ticket for zones
A and B from one of the BVG ticket vending machines at the airport or from the bus driver when you
board the bus. Don’t forget to stamp your ticket after purchasing to validate it. DIW Berlin is close the
underground station Stadtmitte. From Tegel, take bus 128 to Kurt Schumacher Platz and from there take
the underground line U6 to Stadtmitte. Alternatively, you can take bus X9 from the airport to Ernst Reuter
Platz and from there take the underground line U2 to Stadtmitte, or take bus TXL to Friedrichstraße/Unter
den Linden and walk to DIW Berlin. For more information on Berlin’s public transportation services, see
http://www.bvg.de/en.
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Arriving at Schönefeld Airport
Schönefeld Airport is southeast of the city center. The airport can be reached by bus or train (regional rail
or S-Bahn). Please buy a ticket for zones A, B, and C from one of the vending machines at the airport or
at the S-Bahn station. Don’t forget to stamp your ticket after purchasing to validate it. DIW is close to the
underground station Stadtmitte. From the airport, take S-Bahn S45 to Tempelhof and from there, take
underground line U6 to Stadmitte (other routes are also possible). For more information on Berlin’s public
transportation services, see https://fahrinfo.bvg.de/en.
Arriving at Hauptbahnhof (Berlin’s main station)
Hauptbahnhof is in the city center and can be reached by bus and S-Bahn (urban rail). Please purchase a
ticket for zones A and B from one of the ticket vending machines at the station. Don’t forget to stamp your
ticket after purchasing to validate it. DIW Berlin is close to the underground station Stadtmitte. From
Hauptbahnhof, take any of the S-Bahn trains running East one stop to Friedrichstrasse, and from there take
underground line U6 to Stadtmitte. Alternatively, you can take bus TXL from Hauptbahnhof to
Friedrichstraße/Unter den Linden and walk to DIW Berlin. For more information on Berlin’s public
transportation services, see https://fahrinfo.bvg.de/en.

Other relevant information
Sightseeing in Berlin
Brandenburger Tor, Pariser Platz, 10117 Berlin-Mitte, walking distance from DIW Berlin
Checkpoint Charlie, Friedrichstraße 43-45, 10117 Berlin-Mitte, walking distance from DIW Berlin
East Side Gallery, Mühlenstraße 3-100, 10243 Berlin, underground station U1 Warschauer Straße
For more information, see https://www.berlin.de/en/
Hotels in Berlin
Hotel Motel One Berlin-Potsdamer Platz, Leipziger Platz 12, 10117 Berlin, https://www.motelone.com/de/hotels/berlin/hotel-berlin-potsdamer-platz/
Select Hotel Berlin Gendarmenmarkt, Charlottenstraße 66, 10117 Berlin, https://www.selecthotels.com/hotels/select-hotel-berlin-gendarmenmarkt/
City Hotel am Gendarmenmarkt, Leipziger Straße 65, 10117 Berlin, www.cityhotel-am-gendarmenmarkt.de
NH-Hotel, Leipziger Straße 106-111, 10117 Berlin, https://www.nh-hotels.de/
Angleterre Hotel, Friedrichstraße 3, 10969 Berlin, https://gold-inn.de/
ibis Berlin City Potsdamer Platz, Anhalter Str. 4, 10963 Berlin, https://www.accorhotels.com/de/hotel3752-ibis-berlin-city-potsdamer-platz/index.shtml#origin=ibis
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Neighborhoods for dining and drinking
Kastanienallee/Oderberger Str. (U2 Eberswalder Straße, Prenzlauer Berg)
Simon-Dach-Straße (U1 or S-Bahn Warschauer Straße, Friedrichshain)
Oranienstraße (U1 or U8 Kottbusser Tor, Kreuzberg)
Weserstraße (U7 or U8 Hermannplatz, Neukölln)

We look forward to welcoming you to Berlin!
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